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2. Lead In 
2.1. Birth of the project 

The idea of our project goes way back to the beginning, when the school bought 

guinea pigs. Somehow after deciding to clean their cage, we ended up taking care of 

them in general. This meant feeding them three times a day, cleaning their cage once 

a week and making sure that they were treated right by the other students.  

We soon started to talk about the idea of building them a new cage, but somehow 

never got the courage to start.  

When Nives joined our little group after the first half term of school however, we 

found new motivation to build our pets the cage they deserved. 

As our project focus we chose Creating and building. 

- 

After we knew what we were going to do as a project, we set ourselves some targets 

to aim at. Our targets were: 

1. Building a guinea pig cage, that we can be proud of. 

2. Designing an appealing look for the outside and inside of the cage. 

 

2.2 Theoretical Part 

General information about Guinea pigs 

The guinea pig is a tail-less rodent which is native 

at the west coast of South America. They have 

been used by laboratories for research since the 

mid-1800’s and their correct name is Cavy, 

pronounced “kay-vee”.  

A guinea pig weights around 3 ounces at birth, 1-2 

pounds when they are fully grown, and they live for approximately five to six years. 

They measure eight to ten inches from the tip of its nose to the end of its rump. 

They come in a variety of colours and their hair can be either long, short or short and 

curly. Guinea pigs have a very good sense of smell and sensitive hearing. They use 
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squeals, chirps, squeaks and whistles to communicate to each other. Even though 

guinea pigs aren’t known to be the most intelligent animals, they do recognize their 

owners and will return affection.  

Guinea Pig’s needs 

Every guinea pig is different, so there is no correct way to care for your pet. It is 

entirely up to you how you look after your guinea pig, but you should take reasonable 

steps to ensure, that you meet their needs.  

Environment 

- Large enough accommodations for exercise and high enough for them to 

stand up on their legs. 

In general, these measurements are required: 

One guinea pig: 7.5 square feet cage (minimum), generally 30’’ x 36’’ 

Two guinea pigs: 7.5 square feet (minimum), but 10.5 square feet is 

preferred, generally 30’’ x 50’’ 

Three or four guinea pigs: 10.5 – 13 square feet (minimum), generally  

30’’ x 62’’ or 30’’ x 76’’ 

 

- Large exercise area and secure shelters to rest, feel safe and protected. Make 

sure, that all areas are well ventilated / dry / draught-free.  

 

- Give free access to exercise areas with pipes / shelters. 

 

- Protect them from extreme temperatures, because they are sensitive to 

change. Temperatures above 26°C can cause a heat stroke. Below 15°C can 

cause them to be chilled. 

 
- Keep them in quiet / calm / safe areas away from animals that may seem like 

a threat to them 

 
- Give them wooden toys to chew and avoid plastic toys.  

 
- Clean your cage regularly. 

The minimum for cleaning seasons is once a week. 
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Diet 

- Fresh clean water should be checked twice daily.  

 

- Good quality hay that is always available. This should constitute most of their 

diet. 

 
- Give Fresh grass / vegetables as frequently as possible, ideally daily. Due to 

their teeth growing continuously, they need wearing down to keep the, at the  

- right length / shape, by giving them grass / hay / leafy green plants to eat.  

 
- Root vegetables like carrots, or fruit (e.g. apples), only in small amounts as 

treats. 

 

Company 

- As guinea pigs are used to live in a pack, you should keep them with at least 

one other friendly guinea pig.  

Good combinations are:  

Neutered male and one or more females, two females, neutered brothers 

 

- Neuter your male guinea pigs, unless they are intended for breeding. 

 

- It is important to handle your guinea pigs from an early age, so that they can 

learn that humans are friendly and companions. If they don’t receive any 

handling or get treated badly, they will find human contact distressing. This is 

expressed as fearfulness / running away / hiding / aggression.  

 
- When introducing a new guinea pig, make sure that they are supervised and, 

in a place, new to both guinea pigs. Guinea pigs that have been brought up 

together usually get along, but adult males introduced for the first time may 

fight.  
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Health and Welfare 

Investigate breeding / how they’ve been cared for / fed. Check if they had any 

health or behaviour problems. Some breeds have exaggerated physical 

features, which cause suffering and reduce their life quality. 

- Putting your guinea pig on a healthy diet, will help prevent lots of common 

diseases (e.g. dental / gut disease and lack of Vitamin C). You should make 

sure, that your guinea pig eats and drinks daily. 

 

- Check for illness / injury daily. If the weather is warm, check their fur / skin 

around their rear end twice daily. Any Urine stains will attract flies, causing 

flystrike (often fatal). Often, guinea pigs suffer but don’t show so on the 

outside, so any changes in normal behaviour can be an early sign of illness / 

pain.  

 
- You should check their front teeth / nails at least once a week. 

 
 

3. Execution of the project 

3.1. Preparations and planning 

The preparations and planning of our project started when Nives, one of the combi 

students, joined our group. Before that, we had already discussed the possibility of 

building a new cage, but we never found the time and motivation to do it, the fresh 

wind Nives brought our team, gave us the spark we needed, and could finally start 

the preparations.  

This phase of our project took us 

one week to complete.  

We started with researching about 

guinea pig cages in the internet. 

Looking at other people’s creations 

of cages gave us the much-needed 

inspiration for our own project. We 
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found one particular picture which we all liked and decided to build our cage in a 

similar way. 

We started to decide on the measurements and materials we would use. There were 

many things we had to consider first.  

Where would we put the new cage? On the inside or the outside? 

And how would we attach the water dispenser and the hay holder?  

After discussing for several days, we had finally finished our plan.  

The cage would be in a square shape, each side 

being 122 cm long, but on one side, two edges 

would be removed to give it a dynamic look. As 

we had decided to put the cage on the inside, 

where the old one was standing right now, we 

didn’t have to worry about building a roof. To give 

our guinea pigs even more room and more 

interesting places to explore, we also decided to 

give them some space upstairs, building two 

floors as a result. On the front, were the diagonal 

sides would be, we had the idea to attach some 

mesh, so that we could attach the water dispenser and hay holder there. We would 

also paint the three front pieces with the Didac logo and some portraits of the guinea 

pigs.  

 

Now the next thing we had to do, was buying the material. 
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3.2. Acquiring Material  

We decided to buy all our material at B&Q, because it was the only shop we knew 

that sells wood and other things we needed for our project. The first time we went 

there was pretty spontaneous, so we didn’t really know what exactly we wanted to 

buy. We decided to buy the wood, so we bought six 61 cm x 122 cm boards of wood 

that were 18 millimetres thick and two smaller boards for the other floors. We also 

bought 3 pieces of mesh and some nails. 

Later on in the project, we realized that it would be a better idea to screw the pieces 

together with brackets, so we went to B&Q again. But because we didn’t know what 

to buy exactly we bought the wrong stuff. Luckily our teacher drove us back to them 

to get a refund.  

In the end the screws and brackets were bought by our teacher in a much cheaper 

shop, and we just had to pay him back the money.  

The furniture of our guinea pig cage was bought in 

Pets at home after we had taken the wrong bus by 

accident and drove around in the middle of 

nowhere for a good hour. But after that we could 

buy our stuff and our guinea pigs had lots of stuff to 

play with.  

Price Table 

What Cost Who paid 

   

Wood and mesh 131.18 £ Nate 

Screws and brackets 24.82 £ Nate 

   

Furniture (Split the cost between us three)   

First third Approx. 15 £ Noa 

Second third Approx. 20 £ Nives 

Third third Approx. 25 £ Nate 

   

Total Cost Approx. 216 £ 
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3.3. Building 

The whole cage was built in a single week from Monday to Friday, after having 

required most of the material.  

Monday 

On Monday we started cutting out the pieces, that we had already measured the 

week before, and got about half of the pieces done on that day. Lucky for us, we had 

nice weather, so we could work quick and efficient.  

Tuesday 

Tuesday was similar to Monday. We continued to cut out the different pieces and by 

the end of the day we had cut them all out and were ready to proceed to the next 

step: Sanding down some of the pieces, so that they would fit together.  

Wednesday 

We sanded down the pieces with the file and sandpaper on that day and could finally 

put them like they would look like later when we would screw them together. It was 

amazing to see how big it was, and we got new motivation just from seeing that.  

Thursday 

On Thursday, we started to screw the pieces together, 

starting with the ground. We got some of the wall pieces 

screwed as well. 

Friday 

On Friday, we finally screwed the last pieces together and stapled the mesh on. Now 

all that was left to do was the painting on the wood and the furnishing, which we did 

the next week.  
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3.4. Result 

Our end result is a finished guinea pig cage, which we designed, built and painted in 

a time span of 3 weeks.  

It’s about three times as big as their last cage, with a lot of tunnels, bridges and 

houses to hide inside. It also has two more floors and the outside has been painted 

with the Didac logo and portraits of the two guinea pigs.  

 

We are proud of what we have achieved and even though it was an expensive 

product, the outcome was worth it and we can be sure, that even without us, the 

guinea pigs will have a nice life at Didac school.  

 

4. Conclusion 

The aims we have set for ourselves were the following: 

1. Building a guinea pig cage, that we can be proud of 

2. Designing an appealing look for the outside and inside of the cage 
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In our opinion, we have fulfilled all of those aims.  

Aim number one was fulfilled, because we have finished a guinea pig cage, that we 

are now proud of. 

Aim number two was fulfilled, because in our opinion, the cage has an appealing look 

in the inside, as well as the outside. We have received lots of compliments on the 

look of our cage since we have finished building it.  

- 

When we think back to the planning phase of our project, we realise, that we never 

really finished planning. During the project, we had to rethink some of our originals 

ideas constantly, so that the plan we mad at the beginning was changed more than 

once. But the core idea was always the same. It’s important to always have an open 

mind for sudden changes in the project and readjust the way you think. So, in our 

opinion, we handled those situations well.  

We don’t think there is much to improve in the way we built and painted the cage. We 

were officiant and worked during most of our free time, leading to the project being 

finished after only 2 weeks. We took turns when working on the cage, so that we 

could all take breaks in between the work.  

- 

Working together as a team was really helpful. As a team everyone of us had 

something else to do, so we all worked on the cage an equal amount and got done 

faster them if someone had worked alone. The work in the team was quite pleasant 

and we never really got into any fights. We could also brainstorm together and find 

the best solutions for a problem.  

- 

The only thing that we could do better for the next time is thinking before we buy 

something. We were lucky, that we could bring the stuff back to the store and even 

got our money back, but that won’t be the case every time, so next time, we should 

have spent more time planning.  

- 
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Personally, we learned a lot during the making of our project. Building a guinea pig 

cage was an amazing experience for us and we got to know what kind of material is 

best for an animal cage. We also learned how to find solutions and overcome 

problems that we came across on our task. The teamwork was also a good 

opportunity to get to know each other better and it’s an incredible feeling to look back 

at what you have built together.  

It was also interesting to draw on wood for the first time, even though there were 

some issues with some of the colours.  
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